Mail-order Catalog

March, 1976 Supplement

Uncle Hugo's Science Fiction Bookstore, 1934 4th Ave. S., Minneapolis, Mn. 55404

This is a supplement to the July, 1975 and November, 1975 catalogs, and lists only additions to those catalogs. Please note the new address above.

For orders under $15.00, please include 50¢ postage and handling. For orders over $15.00, I pay postage and handling. For orders over $30.00, you are allowed a 10% discount. Minnesota residents please add 4% sales tax. Checks must accompany orders.

British paperbacks:

Vance--The Brave Free Man$2.25
Aldiss--Airs of Earth$1.75
Canopy of Fire$1.25
Comic Inferno$1.75
Equator$1.25
Anderson--Star Fox$1.75
Satan's World$1.50
Enemy Stars$1.50
Broken Sword$1.50
Trouble Twisters$1.75
Anthony--Protho Plus$1.50
Blish--Jack of Eagles$2.25
Bok--Beyond the Golden Stair$1.75
Disch--Camp Concentration$1.25
White Fang Goes Dingo$1.25
Farmer--Wind Whales of Ishmael$1.50
Gates of Time $1.95
Image of the Beast$3.95 (Must be 18 to order these titles)
Carner--Moon of Comarr$1.00
Weirdstone of Brisingamen$1.25
Harness--The Rose$1.00
Ring of Ritemel$1.50
Harrison--Deathworld 1 $1.25
Deathworld 2 $1.25
Deathworld 3 $1.25
Jupiter Legacy$1.50
In Our Hands, the Stars$1.95
Herbert--Heaven Makers$1.50
Lovecraft--Lurker at the Threshold$1.50
Merritt--Burn, Witch, Burn$1.75
Moorcock--Count Brass$1.75
Champion of Garathorn$1.75
Sleeping Sorceress$1.95
Behold the Man$1.25
Rituals of Infinity$1.95
Winds of Limbo$1.75
English Assassin$2.25
Sword of the Dawn$1.75
Russell, Eric F.--Next of Kin$1.25
Schmitz--Demon Breed$1.50
Shaw--Two Timers$1.00
Palace of Eternity$1.25
Sheckley--The Same to you Doubled$1.50
Silverberg--Nightwings$1.75
Simak--City$1.25
Sturgeon--Caviar$1.25
Dreaming Jewels$1.75
To Here and the Base$2.50
Tucker--Time Masters$1.50

American Hardbacks

Bova--Millennium$7.95
Clarke--Imperial Earth$7.95
DeWeese & Coulson--Now You See It/Him/Them$5.95
Disch--Getting Into Death$7.95
Goulart--The Hellhound Project$5.95
LeGuin--Wind's Twelve Quarters$8.95
Silverberg--Capricorn Games$6.95
Williamson--Early Williamson$5.95
Bode--Deadbone$14.95 (paperback$6.95)
Carter--(ed.) Kingdoms of Sorcery$6.95

New American Paperbacks

Adams--Shardik$1.95
Akers--Bladesman of Antares(#7)$1.25
Avery--Deathworns of Kratos$1.25
Bannister--Avenger of Antares(#10)$1.25
Aldiss--Starwars$1.25
Alexander--The High King$1.25
Taran Wanderer$1.25
Black Cauldron$1.25
Castle of Llyr$1.25
Book of Three$1.25

American Paperback Bestsellers

Asimov--Best of $1.50
Fantastic Voyage$1.95
Currents of Space$1.25
Avery--Deathworns of Kratos$1.25
War Games of Zelos$1.25
Baen (ed.)--Best From IF Vol. III$1.50
Ball--Planet Probability$1.95
Ballinger--Ultimate Warrior$1.25
Bamber--The Sea is Boiling Hot$1.75
Barjavel--The Immortals$1.50
Barzman--Echo X$1.75
Bayley--Collision Course$1.95
Biggle--Fury Out of Time$1.25
Still, Small Voice of Trumpets$1.25
Binder--Adam Link, Robot$1.95
Blish--Psycho$1.25
Dragons & Nightmares$1.75
Pear Todd, Gone Tomorrow$1.25
Ponce--Legacy (Laser #18) $1.25
Boucher--The Compleat Werewolf $.75
Boyd--Andromeda Gun $.95
Brackett--Ginger Star $1.50
Starmen of Lyrdis $1.50
Bradbury--Dandelion Wine $.95
Pillar of Fire & Other Plays $.95
Something Wicked This Way Comes $1.25
S is for Space $.95
R is for Rocket $.95
Halloween Trees $1.25
Timeless Stories for Today & Tomorrow $.95
Bradley--Heritage of Hastur $1.50
Brandner--Energy Zero $1.25
Brown, W.--Possess & Conquer $1.25
Brunner--Book of $1.25
Dramaturges of Yankee $1.25
Wrong End of Time $.95
Shockwave Rider $1.50
Polymath $1.25
Carter--In the Green Star's Glow $1.25
Valley Where Time Stood Still $1.25
Charborneau--Embryo $1.25
Cherry--Gate of Israel $1.25
Chilson--Shores of Kansas $1.25
Star-Crowned Kings $1.25
Christophers--Lotus Caves $.95
City of Gold & Lead $.95
Pool of Fire $.95
Clinton--Kane's Odyssey (Laser #16) $.95
Coulson, J.--Space Trap (L.20) $.95
Cover--Autumn Angels $1.25
Davidson--Enquiries of Dr. Eszterhazy $1.25
Delany--Triton $1.95
Ballad of Beta-2 $1.25
del Rey--Attack From Atlantis $1.95
Eleventh Commandment $1.50
Dick--World Jones Made $1.25
Dickenson--The Green Gene $1.25
Dickson--Dorsai $1.50
Dunsany--Food of Death: 5 Tales $2.45
At the Edge of the World $1.75
Gods, Men & Ghosts $3.00
Dye--Prisoner in the Skull $1.25
Effinger--Those Gentle Voices $1.25
Ellison--Spider Kiss $1.25
No Doors, No Windows $1.50
Web of the City $1.50
Approaching Oblivion $1.25
Love Ain't Nothing But Sex Misspelled $1.75
Engle--Arslan $1.25
Farmer--Ironcastle $1.25
Foster--Midworld $1.50
Star Trek Log Six $1.50
Fox--Kyrik & the Wizard's Sword $1.25
Frank--Alas, Babylon $1.25
Friel--Tiger River $1.25
Gardner--Hendrill $1.25
Goldman--The Princess Bride $1.95
Goulart--When the Sleeper Wakes $1.25
Enormous Hourglass $1.25
Haldeman--Forever War $1.50
Harrison--Captive Universe $1.25
Deathworld Trilogy $1.25
Heinlein--Unpleasant Profession of Jonathan Hoag $1.50
Holmes--Wears of Pellucidar $1.50
Howard--Worms of the Earth $1.50
Vultures of Whapet $1.50
Huxley--Grey Maiden $1.25
Jakes--Mention My Name in Atlantis $1.25
Javor--Rim World Legacy $1.25
Jones, D.F.--Floating Zombie $1.25
Denver is Missing $1.25
Kern--Beyond the Galactic Lens $1.25
Kurland--Tomorrow Knight $1.25
Lang--Elluvon Gift $1.25
Laumer--Undefeated $.95
Retief: emissary to the Stars $.95
Best of $.75
Plague of Demons $.1.25
Lee--Don't Bite the Sun $.25
Len--The Cyberiad $.1.50
Lupoff--Crack in the Sky $1.25
Maclean--Missing Man $.1.25
Maxwell--Change $1.25
McCaffrey--Ship Who Sang $1.50
McIntire--Exile Waiting $1.25
McCullough--Forgotten Beasts of Eld $1.50
Merle--Malevolent $1.95
Merrill--Best of $1.25
 Moorcock--Land Leviathan $1.25
Moore--Best of C.L. Moore $1.75
Niven--Tales of Known Space $1.50
Long Arm of Gil Hamilton $1.50
Nolan--Space for Hire $1.50
Norman--Tribesmen of Gor $1.50
Norton--Iron Cage $1.50
Jargoon Pard $1.25
Nourse--Bladerunner $1.50
Pfeil--Through the Reality Warp $1.50
Piper--Little Fuzzy $1.25
Pournelle--Birth of Fire $1.95
Richmond--Challenge the Hellmaker $1.25
Rotsler--To the Land of the Electric Angel $1.50
Russ--And Chaos Died $1.25
Sabaugh--Specimens $1.25
Silverberg--Best of $1.95
Simak--Enchanted Pilgrimage $1.25
Sturgeon--Not Without Sorcery $1.50
Swann--Minikin of Yan $1.25
Green Phoenix $1.25
Tall--Stardust Voyages $1.25
Tambour--Of Men & Monsters $1.50
Tubb--Space-Born $1.25
Vance--Grey Prince $1.25
Vinge--The Witling $1.25